
Sustainable Development Project 2010

Map the life cycle of an item of clothing, consider the energy, water, waste and ethics of
each stage.

Each and every one of us is guilty of using resources, both renewable and
nonrenewable.   This resource use adds up over time and often seems to go by unnoticed in
our daily lives. When we buy goods, use energy and water etc., we never think about all of
the true costs associated with the things we use. When we buy something we don't think of
manner in which the product got to the shop where we purchased it. When we use
something such as water those of us in first world countries take it for granted and assume
that the supply will be endless.  In order to begin to lead a more sustainable lifestyle, our
approach to purchases and their use should change and you should try and  think about all of
the effects a product has on the environment and our population over the entire period of its
life. Only then can you truly understand the problems of the world we live and make your
own conclusions regarding them.

The item of clothing I have chosen to analyze is my Adidas trainers. I have
chosen this as it a very common item of clothing that most people have or have had at some
stage stage in their lives and I'm sure that they have had many effects on people and the
environment. At the time of buying these trainers I think I paid about 70 Eur. I had no idea
of their history and background with regards energy, water,waste and ethics at the time of
purchase. I suppose in the back of my mind I would've known that their would be some
ethical issues regarding their manufacture as the big sports brands such as Adidas,
Nike,Puma etc. would have a history of this type of behavior. But like the average consumer
these things are not known or are ignored and the only factors that come into play when
purchasing the product is how much it costs and its aesthetic features. As there is a huge
amount to take into account regarding the life cycle of the product I will divide up it the into
three different stages. These will be :

1. Production
2. Transport/Retailing
3. Consumption/Disposal
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Production

The production stage was probably the most important and controversial stage
in the life cycle of my Adidas trainers. This is where most of the ethical issues arise and a
lot of energy would've also been used at this stage. So where did my Adidas runners come
from?I'm guessing not from Ireland anyway. Checking under the flap I found that they have
been manufactured in Vietnam. Reading an article from business-in-asia.com I found out
that the footwear industry is quite important to Vietnam being one of the seven major
currency earners for the country.  Sports shoes such as my trainers made up 65%of all
footwear exported to the US in 2005. These shoes are manufactured by foreign-invested
enterprises and branded Nike, Adidas, Puma etc. This makes for good reading but we still
haven't seen the real background of the manufacturing. Well according to
elperspectives.blogspot.com the wages given to workers producing Nike shoes is about 1.60
dollars per day. Considering all the major brands buy from mostly the same foreign invested
companies then Adidas workers will probably be on the same type of wages. I think its a
given that these people will have long working hours and most likely poor working
conditions. Most people will have a rough idea that this type of unethical employment is
occurring during the production of a product like my trainers but it goes even deeper than
this as there may have also been issues regarding the raw materials used in the product.

 So what raw materials make up a typical trainer? Well the main raw materials
used in sports shoes are leather and rubber. So firstly lets talk about the the leather, it is got
from cattle reared in the USA Brazil and Australia etc. They are used to produce food for the
home country or export. Well this raises issues regarding sustainability straight away as we
all know the effects of producing livestock on a large scale. The effects are many and they
vary from fossil fuel and water usage to the use of harmful chemicals to keep crops  from
failing and the 'flatulence' of cattle. The fact that cows account for about one third of Ireland
total carbon emissions is amazing and the government has even considered the introduction
of a cow tax to combat this. This large scale farming is having detrimental effects on our
environment. For example the Amazon rain forest in Brazil is being literally chopped down
to support more agriculture. It is a huge carbon sink and has even been dubbed as the 'lungs
of the earth'. The destruction of these rainforest's is unsustainable and is turn destroying our
planet even further. After these cows are killed and used for food the hides from these cattle
are sent to Asia to be processed at leather tanneries into finished leather. This leather is then
dyed or coated in plastic depending on the requirements of the shoe company. This
processes requires extremely harmful toxins which are released into the environment. So
whats Adidas policy regarding this leather?well according to an environmental report
published in 2005 by Adidas they '…..do not use leathers from animals that have been
inhumanely treated, whether these animals are wild or farmed.' This puts the mind at ease
as far as animal rights are concerned but it still seems unnecessary to be be outsourcing the
tanning of the leather to Asian countries. It seems a waste of energy in the transport but its
probably true to say that the money required for the transportation of the hides is extremely
small in comparison to the savings to be made regarding wages and working conditions. For
example the minimum wage in the us is 7.25 dollars per hour compared to 1.60 dollars per
day in Vietnam.

 Synthetic rubber, another main ingredient of my Adidas trainers, is a product
made from crude oil so considering the effects of using fossil fuels has on our planet this is
most certainly an unsustainable part of my shoe. The burning of fossil fuels like oil an coal
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releases co2 into the atmosphere which is in turn causing the planet to heat up in a
phenomenon we all know to be called global warming. To be more sustainable from the
rubber use point of view natural rubber is an option but the world supply of this is
decreasing fast in turn increasing prices. Increasing prices means less profits for these big
MNC's and it safe to say that a company such as Adidas will be far more concerned with the
money there making than trying to more sustainable and helping the environment.

Retailing and Transport

So now that my new shoes have been manufactured they are ready for the next
part of their lives. They will be packed onto huge container ships and transported to places
like the US or Europe for distribution. From these wholesalers the products will then be
moved the retailers and will be finally be available for purchase. Its clear they will have
done a lot of traveling by the time they reach the shelves in the shop. This interested me so I
decided to find out the rough distance that my trainers have traveled from their manufacture
in Vietnam. Well the distance from Hanoi in Vietnam to Dublin in Ireland is about 5900
miles. Thats not considering the fact that they may not actually be shipped directly to
Ireland and instead distributed to Europe from some central location. However it still gives a
good idea of the distance traveled by this particular product. It seems like a lot energy is
used to get them from Vietnam to here but according to sneakerfactory.net ''The cost to ship
a pair of shoes from china to the USA by ocean?  About .50 cents a pair.''  This is extremely
small cost when you compare it to the cost of a pair of trainers in your average sports shop.
Its clear that we are not paying for the transport of the product in the cost price of the item. 

However there is some issues that are involved in the transportation after they
reach europe. For example the numbers of huge lorries on our roads carrying these products
is increasing all the time. This requires better roads to be built to cope with the huge
volumes of traffic. This money has to come out of government funds and is helping to put a
strain on our economy. Also these big lorries use huge amounts of energy along with
congesting and polluting our beautiful cities not only with air pollution but with noise
pollution as well. Due to this increased amount of energy usage in transport governments
are forced to changed their mindsets to become make countries more sustainable. This
process is however happening very slowly but there is some good signs of progress. For
example the Irish government has recently unveiled a new scheme designed to get more
electric vehicles on our roads. One incentive they have come up with is to offer a 5000 Eur
grant to anyone who purchases an EV that costs over 20000euro.

 I doubt there was any ethical issues regarding the Irish retail sector as we Irish
have the luxury of having decent wages and good working condition standards around the
country. However the fact I that the shipping from China to the Us only costs about 50 cents
a pair raises some serious questions. If I am paying 70 Eur to buy a pair of trainers, where is
my money going? The money is not going to transport or manufacture so the retailers and
the brand itself must be making all the profits. Its no wonder that Nike and Adidas can pay
huge sponsorship deals to the likes of Tiger Woods and David Beckham. I sincerely doubt
that either of these celebrities have thought about the effects on the environment and the
world itself of the products they wear. Its likely that they choose to ignore these facts as they
have been blinded by money. The retailing stage of the life cycle will also be subject to
scrutiny regarding the packaging that the trainers are kept when they are in in the shop and
have been transported. More sustainability questions can be asked such as has the product
been overpackaged?is the packaging recyclable and is the their unnecessary packaging? etc.
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Regarding my own trainers I remember the packaging to be a cardboard box with some light
paper wrapped around each shoe. It was recyclable as well so it seems this particular
packaging was relatively sustainable. This however does not necessarily mean that all boxes
of trainers will have the minimum amount of packaging necessary.

Consumption and Disposal

So now we are on to the stage where my trainers, after a long journey, finally
get to fulfill their destiny. That destiny being providing my feet with comfort, taking a
battering from soccer balls and protecting my feet from mud and rain etc. As far as I'm
concerned its all worth it in the end, as long as my feet are warm and dry I'l be happy. Well
as far as energy and water is concerned my new trainers wont be using any of it during the
consumption stage of their life cycle. Well you could argue that I would be using water
every now and then to clean my trainers when they get dirty but that amount of water is
irrelevant. After lengthy wearing my shoes will finally be entering the final stage of their
lives. Most shoes will end up in the landfill but there is increasing numbers that get recycled
and usually  will end up back in the countries where they were first manufactured. I find this
highly ironic. 

Regarding my own Adidas trainers I recently heard of an attempt that has been
made to get more people to recycle old shoes. Lifestyle Sports are hosting it are calling it
the Adidas trainer scrappage scheme. The incentive is if you bring in a pair of 'old trainers'
you'll get 25% off a new pair of Adidas supernova of response runners. This seems a pretty
good deal as these trainers are retailing at around 80euro so at 25%  you'll get 20 off. If that
wasn't incentive enough its also in aid of Chernobyl project so you would also be supporting
a good cause. According to an article on the Chernobyl Children's Project International
website “....Adidas will process the collected trainers through their recycling system and
donate an estimated 1,000 pairs of trainers to the Chernobyl Children’s Project
International” However that amount is still really small compared to the huge volumes of
old trainers that end up in landfill. These are damaging the environment as harmful
chemicals have been used in the trainers and these toxins can leach down through the
ground and may reach and contaminate water supplies. This is another of the many reasons
reason that a greater effort to recycle and reuse must be taken and this example from
lifestyle sports is the definitely a step in the right direction. 

Landfill should definitely now be a last resort in terms of the disposal of
trainers as I'm pretty confident that most of the shoes that I have discarded over the course
of my lifetime would've been have greatly appreciated in third world countries where most
people cant afford the things we take for granted such as a pair of decent second-hand
trainers.

So all in all what are my conclusions regarding the life cycle of my trainers and will I have a
different mindset the next time I go to a shop with the intent of purchasing a product?
Researching information for this report has certainly opened my eyes a little more and has
made me even more aware of the problems our environment and society faces. If I am going
to be honest ,even with this new understanding I don't think I will change my ways. I am
only one person and I  feel that if I were to only choose products that were sustainable and
didn't have negative effects on our population and environment it wouldn't make any
difference to anything. It would only serve to make me feel a little better about myself. I
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will however make a better attempt at getting my clothes recycled and/or given to charity as
I feel it is an easy thing to do which could in some way change other peoples lives. In my
opinion individual changes wont make a difference, the change has to take place on a global
scale. The only ones capable of creating this kind of changes are the big organizations like
governments and powerful multinational companies. However I think it that the MNC's will
only change if they are forced so I think that it is very important that the policies of world
governments change dramatically to combat the the abuse of our planet and its inhabitants
such as putting an end to the exploitation of workers in third world countries. 

“Out of 5.8billion people in the world, the majority of them are non believers in Buddhism.
We cant argue with them, tell them they should be believers. No! Impossible! And
realistically speaking, f the majority of humanity remain non believers, it doesn't matter. No
problem! The problem is that the majority have lost, or ignore, the deeper human values –
compassion, a sense of responsibility. That is our big concern.”

The Dalai Lama in Time,December 1997
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